
SCHOOL OF HARD KNOTS
Jean-Luc Mouléne’s Theoretical Knot Geometry

–––––––––––––––––––
All in all,  the creative act is  not performed by the artist alone; the 
spectator brings  the work into contact with the external world by 
deciphering and interpreting its  inner qualifications  and thus adds 
his contribution to the creative act.          ––Marcel Duchamp1

Thinking must never submit itself,  neither to a dogma, nor to a 
party,  nor to a passion, nor to an interest, nor to a preconceived 
idea, nor to whatever it may be, if not to facts  themselves, because, 
for it to submit would be to cease to be.      ––Henri Poincaré2

MODERN ART OXFORD––– I had been in the Upper Gallery for almost three hours when, 
for the fourth time that day, I unexpectedly felt a hand tap me on the shoulder. “Now it’s 
all clear?” a voice asked with finality, “Okay!” I looked up just in time to watch the man 
rush off to the flight of stairs, a filterless cigarette between his lips. I smiled back at him 
and returned to what I was doing: running in circles around a hollow glass bulb, following 
a black line with my finger on one hand and counting on the other––”One, Two, Three, 
Four!”. I felt a rush of delight each time I arrived at a number that came out right.
	
 I’ve never been too much of a maths-minded individual, but that man who just left 
the room, the artist Jean-Luc Mouléne, may have just made a convert out of me. An hour-
and-a-half previous the bubbly Parisian had excitedly guided me through his exhibit, 
explaining the exact sequential structure of his sculptural pieces (or “objects”, as he 
preferred to call them). He had been overjoyed to find someone actually taking the time to 
study and take notes on his artwork, if only to find that I had hardly managed to grasp any 
of his “internal logic” at all (he winced at my use of that term). Looking at my notes over 
my shoulder––for all of two seconds, I might add––he exclaimed, “No! This is too 
complicated...”, almost grabbing my sketchbook and pencil right out of my hands. 



! It was my second day in a row at the Mouléne exhibit, as I had realized the day 
prior how much time I needed to devote to these four rows of sculptures. I had spent a 
total of six hours concocting theory after theory as to how to tie these glass bulbs I saw in 
front of me to what the museum pamphlet called a “systematic grid” of “sculptural knots”, 
evocative of some “geometry” “at the core of the formulation of [Mouléne’s] works.” By 
this point, the kindly museum guards were were looking at me as if I was crazy; and 
perhaps I was on my way, until Jean-Luc popped up, without introduction, and began 
explaining the grand “secret” behind his sculptures and a few of his other pieces.
	
 A number of my fellow students of the arts have suggested to me that if an artist 
has to explicate his methodology, he or she has failed completely to get the point of their 
work across, that an artist who endorses but one sole view of his or her work has failed, in 
our ‘post-modern’ climate of pluralism, to understand the most basic themes of 
postmodernity. However, anyone who has either met him or personally witnessed the 
strange diversity of his themes and media (e.g. Bic-ink monochromes, modern 
interpretations of mythology, a half-melted plastic bottle, street photography, etc.) 
wouldn’t likely ever make this kind of criticism of him. Nor, might I add, could one get this 
feeling when one hears Mouléne list off those various intellects who inspire his work 
(Jacques Lacan, Marcel Duchamp, Georges Bataille, etc.). Yet nevertheless, these 
“sculptural knots” are about something particular: mathematics, or, to be precise, 
‘topological knot geometry’.
	
 Does one, then, need to know abstract topology to ‘get’ Mouléne’s work? Isn’t that 
unfair to the vast majority of even his most educated audience? Not exactly. Whether one 
is at this level of knowledge about this work, whether one reads ‘knot geometry’ into this, 
isn’t that important. For reasons that will soon be clear, Mouléne’s art (like everything 
else) still guides what and how one sees. This is the power of the static object.
	
 In any case, such misgivings about Mouléne having to ‘explain’  his  art would at least 
partially be dispelled by his  own comments. Later that night, in an interview with Tate 
Modern director Chris  Dercon,  Mouléne intimated how he felt about the subject,  about the 
nature of the artistic “secret” and “enigma”. They discussed his first job out of the Sorbonne, 
at a corporation called The Thompson Center,  at which his superiors tried to hide and cover 
up much of what they were doing. Mouléne felt a strong aversion against this  secretism the 
company employed, especially towards  the development of certain militaristic technologies––
in this case, an early form of artificial intelligence––and, against this,    Mouléne developed 
part of his integral attitude as an artist, part of his  ‘personal manifesto’: “I wanted to make a 
big difference between the [privately kept] secret and the enigma––[which is] quite public. 
Now what I do is to create enigmas!” “I can describe anything  about my work! The where and when, 
and technique ... because that’s not the problem! It’s the enigma!” ‘Secrets’, Mouléne holds,  are worth 
disclosing––for they’re not of any significant importance. It is  the general enigma of 
experience, the whole hurly-burly of questions as  to how we humans comport ourselves to the 
world and its  contents: that makes up the artist’s  true ‘subject’. This  enigmatic quality can 
never be simply explicated in conversation about one’s  procedures––and indeed it never will 
be at all! Because each of us is different and has  various experiences,  reactions and 
understandings––right down to how our eyes  and feet move––it is  here in the plane of the 
enigma that ‘postmodern pluralism’ comes into effect; it is  here that we can discuss  and 
compare our relatively incommensurable differences. The audience holds its own directives.
 None of this  excludes  the possibility that any work of art can be about something in 
particular: like maths,  for instance. Aspects of a work are,  by its  nature, built into each work; 
and this is what it is in a sense ‘about’. If that weren’t true, if art wasn’t ‘about’ any of its most 
basic components (e.g. color, form, material),  then we couldn’t say that art deals with anything 



at all. And this is  why the technique, the where,  when and the why––“the secret”,  as  Mouléne 
might call it––can oftentimes  still be worth disclosing. Without the secret, shared or otherwise,  
this  would reduce all art solely to the opinions and responses––or relative lack thereof (they 
need never be consciously explicit)––art elicits: a kind of  ‘substanceless’ enigma (pure being).
 Take what Jean-Luc shared with me as  to 
this,  one of the more striking of his conceptual 
sketches displayed in the Middle Gallery. The 
idea, in its essence(s),  was  to describe visually how 
one shape––the amorphous form on the top 
right––could be conceived in its more and more 
basic constituent forms  until it eventually is 
completely torn apart. The sketch follows a C-
shaped trajectory, in which the three-dimensional 
blob is transformed into a cube, which turns into 
a square,  which turns into a line,  a point,  and so 
on. Each form isolates  certain perspectives. For 
example, the basic geometric point “can be seen 
at any number of dimensions” (as such, Mouléne 
draws an arrow pointing towards the symbol ∞). 
Thus,  at this point, Mouléne gets imaginative: he 
rips  the dot apart into a constitutive ‘tear’, which 
is then further and further broken down, until 
finally,  the ripped-up point is  displayed in pieces, 
as  many points all with their own various  rips and 
tears: a complete mess  of strings,  a jumble, “like 
string theory”. 
 This  sketch,  it goes  without saying, studies  the conceptuality of shape––this  is  the 
technique,  the why,  “the secret”. However,  no amount of explanation on Mouléne’s part 
could disclose the whole of the “enigma”, the ‘how’,  as  in the question: “how do we 
experience shape in general, as people?”, or “how do we experience this picture?”.
 “It’s  like Duchamp” he declared of this work––a statement he left simply at that 
(another perfect example of where a pluralistic reading comes in at an enigmatic level). 
Marcel Duchamp, the famous French Dadaist and Surrealist,  might fit in in quite a few ways. 
Take his 1911 Portrait of Chess Players. Inspired by developments in Cubism and Fauvism,  Chess 
Players takes  the shape and form of something familiar and expresses it from a number of 

perspectives  and dimensions,  some broken down and 
others  left relatively intact (just as  Mouléne was doing 
with the blob in his  sketch). Moreover, it focuses  on 
thinking,  conceptualizing  and mental activity simply through 
having the subject matter of chess.  Does not shape, 
too, at a so-called ‘basic’  level,  also inspire such 
thought,  in the sense nowadays expressed in the term 
“visual thinking”?
 In conversation with me, Mouléne very much 
emphasized the importance of thought, that it should 
be elicited by-and-through one’s artwork. He took 
great care, however,  not to put what he called 
“feeling” (here associated with bodily movement)  by 



the wayside. Mouléne wants his  audience to not just 
think (through) but “feel” the form of his pieces. He told 
me: “I think feeling in the body [complements] 
thinking, both as part of the same experience of the 
work.” This statement is quite significant in relation to 
all of Mouléne’s work, but keeping in relation with 
Duchamp, it’s worth considering––as a supplementary 
taste––how Duchamp’s 1912 Nude Descending a Staircase 
No. 2 combines the elements of corporeal movement 
and feeling with perspectival thinking as well. Is not 
Mouléne’s sketch on dimensionally torn form  also in 
some way evocative of this kind of movement, the C-
shaped flow reminiscent of walking-down a flight of 
stairs? This thought-feeling combo is the experience 
we each feel, each contributing to the wider enigma. 
Mouléne gives authoritative power to the feelings and 
thoughts of his audience, which, as he intimated 
during his interview later that night, he sees as just as 
much a part of the experience of each artwork. “I like 
to produce something which authorizes the authors.” 
! Mouléne also shares one more thing in common with Marcel Duchamp: they both 
exhibit a love of mathematics. As a child in school, Duchamp won a number of prizes in 
mathematics,  an interest which would extend through his  45-year obsession with the game of 
chess. It also shaped Duchamp’s  own belief in pluralism (‘postmodernity’ in the 1920’s!). It 
was  the theory of the French mathematician Henri Poincaré that governed Duchamp’s 
conception of truth. An early champion of pluralism and incommensurability, Poincaré 
upheld the belief––which Mouléne obviously shares––that no one of two theories  or 
conceptions,  whether they be in (the supposedly disparate fields of)  science or art criticism, 
can properly be judged as more “true” than the other. This,  at bottom, is  the enigmatic nature 
of  human experience and thought.
! It was  Mouléne’s  love of mathematics that drove him to create the “knot” sculptures  I 
spent so much time reviewing. These, he assured me, were sculptural experimentations  and 
variations  on what is  called “knot theory” or “knot geometry”, part of the the specialized 
subfield of mathematics  called “topology”––a field partially founded by Henri Poincaré. In 
much the same way that Duchamp’s  cubist perspectivism involves certain dimensions 
‘overlapping’ others,  topological knot geometry is based upon the ‘overlaps’  or ‘crossings’  that 
occur in “knots”––which in mathematics  only ever take the form of closed loops. Here are 
the three examples that Mouléne drew in my sketchbook:



	
In theoretical knot geometry, knots aren’t quite as simple and everyday as taking a two 
ended string, rope or strand and tying it in between its ends; nor is it like tying two ends of 
a single string together like one does for his or her shoelaces––it uses closed loops instead. 
So within topology, even a circle is technically a knot––a knot known as ‘the unknot’ or 
0.1, meaning it crosses over or under itself zero times and only has one single variation. 
The next ‘prime knot’, as they’re called, is ‘the trefoil knot’ or 3.1 (three crosses, 1 variety), 
followed by 4.1, 5.1, 5.2, 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, etc. Once you get up to 16 crossings in a knot, there 
are 1,388,705 variations. In every case, what is deemed useful is the number of overlaps 
one counts per knot. 
	
 Useful? What possible use could such a ‘theory’ have? Why make a geometry of 
knots? Normal Euclidean geometry––the kind we learn in school that involves 360º, right 
angles and proofs––is of course quite useful. Via physics, it does everything from keeping 
our buildings standing to launching rockets (Mouléne once designed launching tubes for 
the Thompson Center). Geometry simply helps us conceive of certain things along certain 
parameters. Knot geometry also does just that––that’s what makes it a geometry: it helps 
us to conceive of new ways to make and view connections between things, albeit along a 
different set of guidelines and rules. Quite simply, knot theory is just another something to 
be transposed onto various closed, holistic systems––applicable to everything that might 
involve the crossings of paths.
	
 “I think mathematicians invent ways to explore complexity.” says Mouléne. His 
interest in complexity grew out of his interest Chaos Theory, also partially founded by 
Henri Poincaré. “I don’t like [the term] chaos theory,” Mouléne remarks, “because it’s 
order!” Mouléne’s extended concept 
of geometry allows him to see order 
where others see chaos. “The knots 
came from an English physician and 
mathematician from the 19th Century 
who tried to describe physics.” [He 
must be thinking of Lord Kelvin––of 
the unit of temperature fame––the 
only 19th Century Brit who worked 
on knot theory]. He was trying to 
describe what happened in Chaos––
his system describes chaotic systems.” 
And in this, Mouléne reads a lot of 
artistry into this supposedly ‘strict’ 
mathematical endeavor: for he claims, 
“The main function of an artist is to work 
on chaos and freedom.”
	
 Thus, when, in his interview 
with Chris Dercon, Mouléne was 
asked about his reasoning that drove 
him to make his knot sculptures, 
Mouléne could simply reply: “I was 
trying to describe in a sensible way 
complex systems.”  “The idea was to 
give the feeling of ‘of course!’.” There 
is beauty in the fact that, once enough 



knots are laid out, “you have all the possibilities to describe the ‘chaotic’ systems!” 
	
 This is what inspired Mouléne to translate knot geometry into sculptural form. Yet 
he wasn’t able to do so without bending a few boundary rules. Explicitly told, Mouléne’s 
project here is a vast experiment to try to make three-dimensional sculptural forms of the 
first five types of knot: the unknot, the trefoil, the 4.1 as well as the 5.1 and 5.2. Yet he 
can’t possibly do so ‘perfectly’, for one can’t physically make a mathematically-sound knot, 
i.e a perfectly closed loop, within his two chosen mediums: blown glass and lost-wax 
bronze-casting. Mouléne is forced to use a 2-ended strand to get each knot he was aiming 
for: in the case of the glass pieces, for example, they were made by melting glass tubes that 
had a single, long black line painted onto it. As such, he wants to make both ends meet up, 
‘closing off’ the knot into a loop. “The goal,” he said excitedly, “was to get each end of the 
line ... here!”: he pointed to the base of a bulb, right where it attached to the stem. While no 
two ends of the black lines match up perfectly, Mouléne still makes ends meet by getting 
the lines to match up at the point where, in the glass-blowing process, one has to break the 
piece off of the rod that the glass is blown onto, where the orbs are ‘pinched’ off. (This is 
why the glass knots are reminiscent of a lightbulb on a shadeless lamp-stand––playing 
with light, perhaps?––or severed heads on stakes––possibly messing with our heads?) (All 
this suggests, then, that perhaps the third glass piece of row two might be considered a 
‘failure’, as the two ends of the black line don’t even come close to cropping up together.)
	
 The bronze pieces face the same problem of having two ends, rather than forming a 
closed loop. Mouléne ties  each knot in rope and then covers his  rope in clay. That forms a 
clay block or orb that has the knot’s two ends dangling out at a certain point. Mouléne then 
pulls on each end until it the whole rope comes out of the clay, and this leaves a cavity inside 
which gives inverse volume to the ‘interior space’  of the knot. This  is  the mold, into which 
molten wax is poured until it sets. The clay is then removed,  leaving only the wax,  which 
Mouléne “sends to the foundry”. From here (presumably)  the wax is coated in a silica slurry 
which is superheated into a ceramic shell. Finally,  this shell is  then filled with molten bronze, 
and, once the bronze is  set, the ceramic is broken and the ‘bronze knot’  is  revealed that marks 
“the interior space of  a knot that usually remains invisible.”3

	
 Despite their ‘imperfection’ from 
a mathematical point of view, these 
kinds of pieces express a unique kind 
of artful playfulness that can only 
come from attempting to make a  
c o n c r e t e , t h r e e - d i m e n s i o n a l 
mathematical form. In conversation, 
Mouléne emphasized to me what he 
called  this “transition from form to 
material”. The bronze and glass 
mediums funct ion perfect ly in 
transforming the form––the line of 
each knot––into a material quality in 
sculpture. As such, no matter what 
kind of ‘failure’ one might read into it, 
Mouléne’s experiments come out as 
major accomplishments in the field of 
topological design. Moreover, they 
must have been quite serious fun to 
make, as they are to follow.



	
 –––Jean-Luc was visibly having a blast showing me all of this; he positively 
radiated a kind of emotional playfulness, one which he quite obviously took very seriously 
in its own right (we might use the French term jouissance). He was also getting very 
worked up about things. As he darted about each sculpture, gesticulating wildly, his 
leather jacket fell repeatedly off of his shoulders, as did––at one remarkable moment of 
intense excitement––his cyan, pink and gray woolen scarf. I often remarked to myself that 
I felt like I had run a mile of knots, both mentally and physically, just trying to keep up 
with him.
	
 –––A couple of times I caught him laughing––or stifling a laugh––at what he was 
trying to explain (or was it at me?). I recalled this later, during the interview with Chris 
Dercon, when Chris said: “One thing you’re not interested in is: you’re not cynical, and 
you’re not ironical. You’re even hostile to it! You’re serious!” Shrugging (a type of laugh 
all its own), Mouléne replied: “Serious can be be a serious joke!”
	
 –––An hour after Jean-Luc had left me to my own devices with his work, Chris 
Dercon came up to me––he, too, failed to fully introduce himself until the end of our 
discussion, and only as “Chris”[I didn’t know for sure that I was talking to these two until 
I saw them at interview later that evening]. He saw me “dancing” around the sculptures, 
and thought to prod me about this. In my analysis I had, without even noticing, begun 
speedily hopping around trying to a) keep track of how many times each black line or 
bronze arch crossed itself and b) figure out the precise order that the rows were supposed 
to be sequenced in (Jean-Luc showed me a few that were misplaced). Recognizing this 
Chris approached me  to let me know something quite special about Mouléne’s 
background in art-making: that, in the year 2000, he had spent quite a bit of time with the 
ballet dancer Boris Charmatz in an effort to learn to draw out specific bodily movement in 
viewers of his artwork. 
	
 This enjoyment, this laughter, and this ‘dancing’––as well as these serendipitous 
meetings with these men all seem to connect to the final and most perplexing bit of 
information Jean-Luc Mouléne gave me about his work in knot theory and sculpture. “It’s 
Lacan,” he attempted to explain. Proceeding, he then told me a story of a mathematics 
professor at the Sorbonne. This mathematics professor (whose name Mouléne failed to 
mention; I believe he was referring to either Pierre Soury or Jean-Michel Vappereau, though 
perhaps George-Théodule Guilbaud), had once said rather famously that––and I’m 
paraphrasing––he and mathematicians in general “couldn’t figure out art” and its relations 
to human experience and perception. Yet––and this was the point of the story––many 
years later this professor would become Jacques Lacan’s mathematics advisor as he began 
to integrate the field of mathematical topology to his ‘formal’ psychoanalytic structure. 
Lacan developed this portion of his psychoanalytic in Paris in the 70‘s, the same time 
Mouléne was studying at the Sorbonne, and it was very clear in conversation with him 
that Lacanian thought had inspired Jean-Luc’s desire––or should I say, truer to the 
Lacanian fashion, his drive––for or towards this knot-theoretical sculpture in this exhibit. 
Lacan, however, proves to be an intricate knot of his own one must entangle. . .or rather, a 
knot we must simply accept as knotted. . . . .
	
 . . . . Unless, perhaps, we have some help from the sometimes Lacanian scholar, 
Slavov Žižek. For Lacan, “The gaze ... is a stain preventing me from looking ... from a safe, 
“objective” distance, from enframing [something] as something that is at my grasping 
view’s disposal. The gaze is, so to speak, a point at which the very frame (of my view) is 
already inscribed in the “content” of [what is] viewed.”4  How we see is already contained 
within that which we are looking at, built into the form. We are stuck looking at-and-



through the form of what is already “inscribed”––in the case of Mouléne’s glass sculptures, 
we cannot escape the knot of the black line. What we must do, therefore, is accept this 
very fact; we must affirm and embrace it, and gladly so. “Such a fragment of the signifier 
permeated with idiotic5  enjoyment is what Lacan, in the last stage of his teaching, called le 
sinthome. Le sinthome is not the symptom, the coded message to be deciphered by 
interpretation, but the meaningless letter that immediately procures jouis-sense, “enjoyment-
in-meaning,” “enjoy-meant.””6 
	
 This aspect of ‘being stuck looking at-and-through the form’ (as well as at-and-
through the material) is one which, oftentimes, we attempt to understand as a source of 
meaning. Just the way we hear or read a sign and understand it through what we typically 
see as the formal structure of the sign’s meaning (e.g. that an arrow is pointing), we see the 
form of a line through the form of a line as a line. This psychologically produces a kind of 
pleasure, an enjoyment at having understood the meaning of something. This enjoy-meant 
is symptomatic of human experience in general. Getting at the crux of how this enjoy-
meant works, however, is a little bit tricky: to do so we are supposed to forgo our habit of 
contextualizing, and instead isolate this sinthome, so as to see how and study this “kernel of 
enjoyment that simultaneously attracts and repels us.”7 

But when we take into account the dimension of the sinthome, it is no longer 
sufficient to denounce the “artificial” character of the ideological 
experience, ...; it is no longer enough to locate the ideological text in its 
context, to render visible its necessarily overlooked margins. What we must 
do, on the contrary, is to isolate the sinthome from the context by virtue of 
which it exerts its power of fascination in order to expose the sinthome’s utter 
stupidity8. . . .experiencing the fascinating, mesmerizing voice as a 
disgusting, meaningless fragment of the real. This kind of ‘estrangement’ ... 
produces a distance not by locating the phenomenon in its historical totality, 
but by making us experience the utter nullity of its immediate reality, of its 
stupid9, material presence that escapes ‘historical mediation.’ 10

	
 Once again, affirmation is the key concept here. “As Lacan has already pointed out, 
our “sense of reality” is never supported by a “reality test” alone; to sustain itself, reality 
always requires a certain superego command, a certain “So be it!””11 This “So be it!” is our 
affirmative embrace of how we take on an understanding of meaning, or of our 
‘entrapment’ in looking through-and-at form. We must “come to terms” with and “cope” 
with this aspect of experience, an aspect of which Lacan sometimes calls “the One.”12

	
 This One is of course precisely the One of jouis-sense, of the signifier 
insofar as it is not yet enchained but rather freely floating, permeated with 
enjoyment: it is this enjoyment that prevents it from being articulated into a 
chain. To indicate the dimension of this One, Lacan coined the neologism le 
sinthome. This point functions as the ultimate support of the subject’s 
consistency, the point of “thou art that,” the point marking the dimension of 
“what is in the subject more than himself” and what  he therefore “loves 
more than himself”...13

	
 Most often, according to the later Lacan, our affirmative love of this habit of 
conceiving, of understanding, of following and looking, takes on a certain power that 
exceeds our affirmative love of ourselves. This is why we let meaning and form ‘guide’ us, 



as opposed to our taking the reins ourselves and shaping how we see form and meaning 
instead. This love of this object (as opposed to of ourselves-the-subjects) is ...

... not a terrifying object of fascination: on the contrary, it reassures and 
comforts, its very presence serves as a guarantee that we will be able to 
endure the inconsistency and absurdity of the universe. . . . it is a little piece 
of the real attesting to the ultimate nonsense of the universe, but insofar as 
this object allows us to condense, to locate, to materialize the nonsense of 
the universe in it, insofar as the object serves to represent this nonsense, it 
enables us to sustain ourself in the midst of inconsistency.”14

 This love of the object and its form feels ‘safe’. When we go through with the opposite, 
with taking control of how we each see form and meaning, the implications easily become 
such that we feel thrust into a world of nihilism, in which all socialized form and meaning 
becomes useless in the face of the power we hold to not see things through them and as 
them.
	
 “We could say ... that we are always forced to choose between meaning and ex-
sistence15: the price we have to pay for access to meaning is the exclusion of ex-sistence.” 
“Lacan’s answer is to identify with the sinthome.”16  We “have to identify precisely with the 
particular form of our enjoyment.”17  By taking control and accepting, affirming and 
identifying ourselves with the form of meaning and our habitual enjoyment of it, we 
overcome both the prescriptive nature of form and the nihilistic implications of our 
opposing its tentative dominance. We “traverse and subvert the fantasy frame that 
determines the field of social meaning, the ideological self-understanding of a given society, 
i.e., the frame within which, precisely, the “symptom” appears as some alien, disturbing 
intrusion, and not as the point of eruption of the otherwise hidden truth of the existing 
social order.”18 



	
 In terms of Mouléne’s Lacanian-knot-geometrical sculpture, we are now in a 
position to see––and accept that we see it as such––that what we’re doing, in looking at it, 
is simply following the form of each knot with our eyes, whether explicitly conscious of 
this or otherwise. This is accompanied by a kind of jouissance attitude, such as when we  
take enjoyment at being able to follow what we’re looking at, or such that we laugh when 
we find ourselves dancing along with it; but we need not ever be explicitly aware of such 
physio-mental reactions. Nor do we need the artist to explain to each of us how we should 
think about how and what we see; we simply look at things in a certain way. Oftentimes 
we are simply, like mathematically-sound geometric knots, placed in a closed loop where 
we can but only notice certain features, certain overlaps, if that. “It’s math!”, Jean-Luc 
proudly explained to me. “The idea was to give the feeling of ‘of course!’” There is a dose 
of affirmation in every gaze.
	
 This is why I can never feel better––or more jouissance––than when somebody like 
Chris Dercon, after asking me to teach him a little of what I had learned, counter-affirmed 
what I said by saying: “Great! Fantastic! Thank you! You are very inspiring!” I couldn’t 
help but feel that two Chrises had somehow closed up a knot, in an artistic, conceptual and 
mathematical sense.

	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 –––Chris Lilly, October 28, 201219
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